Despite the obvious importance, performance issues related to synchronization primitives are still lacking adequate attention. No literature extensively investigates categories, root causes, and fixing strategies of such performance issues. Existing work primarily focuses on one type of problems, while ignoring other important categories. Moreover, they leave the burden of identifying root causes to programmers. This paper first conducts an extensive study of categories, root causes, and fixing strategies of performance issues related to explicit synchronization primitives. Based on this study, we develop two tools to identify root causes of a range of performance issues. Compare with existing work, our proposal, SyncPerf, has three unique advantages. First, SyncPerf's detection is very lightweight, with 2.3% performance overhead on average. Second, SyncPerf integrates information based on callsites, lock variables, and types of threads. Such integration helps identify more latent problems. Last but not least, when multiple root causes generate the same behavior, SyncPerf provides a second analysis tool that collects detailed accesses inside critical sections and helps identify possible root causes. SyncPerf discovers many unknown but significant synchronization performance issues. Fixing them provides a performance gain anywhere from 2.5% to 42%. Low overhead, better coverage, and informative reports make SyncPerf an effective tool to find synchronization performance bugs in the production environment.
Introduction
Designing efficient multithreaded programs while maintaining their correctness is not an easy task. Performance issues of multithreaded programs, despite being the primary cause of more than 22% synchronization fixes of server programs [23] , get less attention than they deserve. There are many prior works [8, 19, 21, 23, 28, 41, 43] in this domain, but none of them systematically investigates performance issues related to different types of synchronization primitives. Most existing works cannot identify root causes, and provide helpful fixing strategies.
This paper studies various categories, root causes, and fixing strategies of performance issues related to different synchronization primitives such as locks, conditional variables, and barriers. Lock/wait-free techniques and other mechanisms (such as transactional memory [20] ) are not covered in this paper. The study divides synchronization related performance issues into five categories: improper primitives, improper granularity, over-synchronization, asymmetric contention, and load imbalance (shown in Table 1 ). The first four categories are related to various locks, whereas the last one is related to other synchronizations such as conditional variables and barriers. The study shows that the same symptom can be caused by multiple root causes. For example, high contention of locks can occur due to too many data items under the same lock, too-large critical sections, over-synchronization, or asymmetric lock contention (more details in Section 2). Without knowing the root cause, it is difficult for programmers to fix these bugs effectively. The study also shows that different categories of problems may have different symptoms and thus, different solutions. Finally, the study presents some ideas for identifying and fixing these performance issues. The study not only helps users to identify and fix synchronization performance issues, but also enables future research in this domain.
Prior work [8, 19, 21, 23, 28, 41, 43] focuses excessively on locks that are both acquired frequently and highly contended. Our first observation is that performance problems can also occur with locks that are not excessively acquired or highly contended. This is shown in Figure 1 . Existing work focuses on quadrant 2 or Q2. Locks of Q2 can definitely cause performance issues but they are not the only culprits. SyncPerf finds potential problems with the other two quadrants: (i) locks that are not acquired many times may slow down a program if the critical sections are large and potentially introduce high contention and/or a long waiting time (Q1); (ii) locks that are acquired excessively may cause significant performance problems, even if they are barely contended (Q4). Intuitively, locks of Q3 (lowly contended and not acquired many times) will not cause performance problems. Our second observation is that it is not always sufficient to identify root causes of a problem based on the behavior of a single synchronization. For example, for asymmetric contention where different locks are protecting similar data with different contention rates, we have to analyze the behavior of all those locks that typically have the same initialization and acquisition sites. By checking all of those locks together, we can notice that some locks may have higher contention and acquisition than others.
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Not covered by prior work Figure 1 . Existing work mainly focuses on the locks of quadrant 2 (Q2) while ignoring those in quadrant 1 (Q1) & 4 (Q4). Contention rate = what fraction of times a lock is found to be unavailable. Frequency of acquisitions = how many times a lock is acquired per second. Note that we use contention rate instead of lock waiting time as an axis since the later one is closely related to the first one.
Driven by these two intuitive but novel observations, we develop SyncPerf that not only reports the callsites of performance issues, but also helps diagnose root causes and suggests possible fixes for a range of performance issues related to synchronization primitives. Most existing works [8, 28, 41] just report the callsites of the performance issues (mostly high contention locks), while leaving the burden of analyzing root causes (and finding possible fixes) to programmers. The only work similar to ours was proposed by Yu et al. [43] . However, SyncPerf excels it by having a better detection ability (thanks to the novel observations), a broader scope, and much lower overhead (Section 6).
SyncPerf starts by monitoring the execution of an application and collecting information about explicit synchronization primitives. More specifically, it collects (i) for a lock, how many times it is acquired, how many times it is found to be contended, and how long a thread waits for the lock, (ii) for a try-lock, how many times it is called and how many times it fails because of contention, and finally (iii) for load imbalance, how long different threads execute, and how long they are waiting for synchronizations. SyncPerf also collects callsites for each synchronization operation and thread creation function to help pinpoint the actual problems. After this, SyncPerf integrates and checks the collected information to identify root causes: (i) it checks behavior of all locks with the same callsites to identify asymmetric contention issue, (ii) it computes and compares waiting time of different threads to identify load imbalance issue, and (iii) it checks individual as well as collective (based on callsites) information of locks (i.e., the number of acquisitions and number of times they are contended) to identify other performance issues. This integration is very important, and helps uncover more performance issues. SyncPerf is able to find more performance issues than any prior work (Table 2 ). For some of the problems, such as asymmetric contention, and load imbalance, SyncPerf's detection tool automatically reports root causes. It also presents an optimal task assignment to solve load imbalance problems. For other problems, SyncPerf provides sufficient information as well as an informal guideline to diagnose them manually. SyncPerf also provides an additional optional tool (that programmers can use offline) to help the diagnosis process.
Contribution:
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• This paper provides a taxonomy of categories, root causes, and fixing strategies of performance bugs related to explicit synchronization primitives. The taxonomy is useful not only to identify and fix synchronization performance problems but also to enable future research in this field.
• SyncPerf uses an intuitive observation that performance problems may occur even when locks are not frequently acquired or highly contended. There is no existing work that actually uses this observation. Due to this observation, SyncPerf finds many previously unknown performance issues in widely used applications.
• SyncPerf makes a novel observation that it is hard to detect problems such as asymmetric contention and load imbalance by observing the behavior of a single synchronization. To solve this problem, SyncPerf proposes to integrate information based on callsites of lock acquisitions (and initializations), lock variables, and types of threads. This integration also contributes to the detection of some unknown issues.
• Finally, SyncPerf provides two tools that help diagnose root causes of performance bugs. The first one is a detection tool that can report susceptible callsites and synchronization variables with potential performance issues, and identify some root causes such as asymmetric contention and load imbalance. This tool has extremely low overhead (only 2.3%, on average). The tool achieves such low overhead even without using the sampling mechanism. The low overhead makes the tool a good candidate for the deployment environment. When multiple root causes may lead to the same behavior and thus, cannot be diagnosed easily, SyncPerf provides a heavyweight diagnosis tool that collects detailed accesses inside susceptible critical sections to ease the diagnosis process. Both of these tools are software-only tools that do not require any modification or recompilation of applications, and custom operating system or hardware support.
Outline:
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a categorization of synchronization related performance bugs, and the workflow of SyncPerf tools; Section 3 describes the implementation details of SyncPerf; Section 4 presents the experimental results; Section 5 discusses some limitations of SyncPerf; Section 6 describes related work, and finally, Section 7 concludes the work.
Overview
In this Section, we first provide a categorization of performance issues related to synchronization primitives. We propose this categorization based on our experience and analysis of the bugs detected during experiments. Therefore, the categorization may not be exhaustive. However, the categorization serves as the basis for SyncPerf's observations and design choices. Lastly, we show a workflow that describes the identification of root causes based on symptoms.
Categorization
Synchronization related performance issues can be divided into five categories (Table 1) .
Improper Primitives
Programmers may use a variety of synchronization primitives (e.g., atomic instructions, spin locks, try-locks, read-/write locks, mutex locks etc.) to protect shared accesses. These primitives impose different runtime overhead, increasing from atomic instructions to mutex locks. The spin lock of pthread library, for example, incurs 50% less overhead than the mutex lock when there is no contention. However, during high contention, the spin lock may waste CPU cycles unnecessarily [1, 30] . Different synchronization primitives have different use cases. Atomic instructions are best suited to perform simple integer operations (e.g., read-modify-write, addition, subtraction, exchange etc.) on shared variables [9, 34] . Spin locks are effective for small critical sections that have very few instructions but cannot be finished using a single atomic instruction [1, 30] . Read/write locks are useful for readmostly critical sections [26, 32] . Try-locks allow a program to pursue an alternative path when locks are not available [38] . Finally, mutex locks are used when the critical sections contain waiting operations (e.g., conditional wait) and have multiple shared accesses. Any deviation from the preferred use cases may result in performance issues.
Identification: Improper primitives (usually in Q2 and Q4) typically cause extensive try-lock failures or extensive lock acquisitions, but low to moderate contention. Extensive trylock failures, where a try-lock fails immediately because the lock is held by another thread, indicate that we should use a blocking method that combines conditional variables with mutexes to avoid continuous trial. Extensive lock acquisitions may incur significant performance degradation even without high contention. The issue of improper primitives is ignored by existing work [8, 19, 23, 28, 41] . However, its importance can be seen from facesim application of PAR-SEC [3] where changing mutex locks to atomic instructions boosts performance by up to 30.7% (Table 2 ).
Improper Granularity
Significant performance degradation may occur when locks are not used with a proper granularity. There are several cases listed as follows.
1. If a lock protects too many data items (e.g., an entire hash table, as in the memcached-II bug of Table 2 ), the lock may introduce a lot of contention. Splitting a coarsegrained lock into multiple fine-grained locks helps improve performance.
2. If a lock protects a large critical section with many instructions, it may cause high contention and thus, a significant slowdown. canneal of PARSEC, for example, has a critical section that includes a random number generator. Only few instructions inside the critical section access the shared data. Although the number of acquisitions is only 15, performance is boosted by around 4% when we move the random generator outside the critical section.
3. If a critical section has very few instructions, then the overhead of lock acquisitions and releases may exceed the overhead of actual computations inside. In that case, the program can suffer from performance degradation [14] . One possible solution is to merge multiple locks into a single coarse-grained one.
Identification: Locks in the first two cases may incur significant contention. However, without knowing the memory accesses inside the critical section, it is hard to identify this type of problems manually. Therefore, SyncPerf provides an additional diagnosis tool that tracks all memory accesses protected by a specific lock. Programmers can use the tool offline after some potential problems have been identified by the detection tool. With the collected information, we can easily differentiate between the first two cases as described in Table 1 . It is relatively hard to identify the third case. Table 1 . Categorization of synchronization performance issues. "CS" is short for "Critical Section" and "acqs" is for "acquisitions".
Over-synchronization
Over-synchronization indicates a situation where a synchronization becomes unnecessary because the computations do not require any protection or they are already protected by other synchronizations. This term is borrowed from existing work [23] . There are the following cases. 1. A lock is unnecessary if a critical section only accesses the local data, but not the shared data.
2. A lock is unnecessary if the protected computations are already atomic.
3. A lock is unnecessary if another lock already protects the computations. MySQL-5.1 is known to have such a problem [7, 23] , which utilizes the random() routine to determine the spin waiting time inside a mutex. Unfortunately, this routine has an internal lock that unnecessarily serialize every thread invoking this random() routine. The problem has been fixed by using a different random number generator that does not have any internal lock for the fastmutex.
Identification: Over-synchronization problems can cause a significant slowdown when there are extensive lock acquisitions. This situation is similar to the first two categories of improper granularity issue. Therefore, our diagnosis tool (described in Section 3.2) may help analyze this situation. After a problem is identified, unnecessary locks can be removed to improve performance. However, removing locks may introduce correctness issue, and has to be done cautiously.
Asymmetric Contention
Asymmetric contention occurs when some locks have significantly more contention than others that protect similar data. This category is derived from "asymmetric lock" [10] . For instance, a hash table implementation may use bucket-wise locks. If the hash function fails to distribute the accesses uniformly, some buckets will be accessed more frequently than the others. Consequently, locks of those buckets will have more contention than the others. Coz [10] finds such a problem in dedup. Changing the hash function improves performance by around 12%.
Identification: To identify this type of problems, SyncPerf collects the number of lock acquisitions, how many times each lock is found to be unavailable, and their callsites. If multiple locks are protecting similar data (typically identified by the same callsites of lock acquisitions and releases), SyncPerf checks the lock contention rate and the number of acquisitions of these locks. When an asymmetric contention rate is found (e.g., when the highest contention rate is 2⇥ or more than the lowest one), SyncPerf reports an asymmetric contention problem. Asymmetric contention problem is reported automatically without any manual effort. Programmers, then, can fix the problem by evenly distributing the contention. Unlike SyncPerf, Coz relies on manual inspection to identify this type of problems.
Load Imbalance
A thread can wait due to synchronizations such as mutex locks, conditional variables, barriers, semaphores etc. A parent thread can also wait when it tries to join with the children threads. If a group of threads (i.e., threads with the same thread function) is found to have a waiting period much longer than that of other groups of threads, this may indicate a performance issue caused by load imbalance [12, 25, 33, 40] .
Identification: To identify load imbalance problems, it collects the execution and waiting time of different threads by intercepting thread creations and synchronization functions. If the waiting time or computation time of different threads are substantially different (e.g., outside a certain range, say 20%), the program can be identified as having a load imbalance problem.
Finding an optimal task assignment: SyncPerf can suggest an optimal task assignment for load imbalance problems after the identification. It calculates the computation time of every thread by subtracting all waiting time (on conditional variables, mutex locks, and barriers) from their execution time. It then computes the total computation time of different groups of threads according to their thread functions, where threads executing the same function belong to the same group. In the end, SyncPerf suggests an optimal task distribution -each group of threads will be assigned an optimal number of threads that is proportional to the total workload of that type. Section 4.4.5 presents some examples showing how SyncPerf can suggest an optimal configuration for different types of threads to fix the load imbalance problems.
Workflow
The high level workflow of SyncPerf is shown as Figure 2 . For mutex locks, SyncPerf reports locks inside 3 quadrants (Q1, Q2, and Q4 of Figure 1 ), while skipping Q3 locks that do not cause performance issues. Additionally, it reports trylock failure rates and whether there is a load imbalance problem among different types of threads. For the load imbalance problem, SyncPerf not only reports the root cause but also suggests an optimal configuration for different types of threads. This is done without any manual intervention. Programmers can use the suggested distribution to fix the load imbalance problem. If there is an asymmetric contention problem among similar locks, the tool automatically identifies the root cause. However, it is up to the programmer to develop a possible fix.
After getting the behavior of locks in 3 quadrants, if the reported code segments are simple, programmers can easily inspect them manually to determine which category a problem belongs to and take corresponding actions. This can be as simple as consulting Table 1 . For complex situation, our additional diagnosis tool can collect detailed information for critical sections that reported by our detection tool, in order to help programmers determine the particular type of performance issues. Again, Table 1 can be used as an informal guideline during the categorization process. After determining the type of performance bugs, Table 1 can guide programmers to develop a fix for the bug. Some of the fixing strategies (e.g., fixing of over-synchronization problem) might require programmers to carefully consider correctness issues.
Implementation Details
SyncPerf provides two tools to assist programmers in identifying bugs and fixing them: a detection tool and a diagnosis tool. By combining these two tools, SyncPerf not only answers "what" and "where" questions, but also "why" and "how to fix" (partially) questions for most synchronization related performance bugs.
The detection tool uses a lightweight profiling scheme to detect synchronizations with potential performance issues. It can also diagnose the root causes for asymmetric contention, extensive try-lock failures, and load imbalance problems without any manual intervention. The detection tool achieves a lower performance overhead than existing tools (even without using the sampling mechanism) [41] . Details of this tool are presented in Section 3.1.
The diagnosis tool is based on Pin [29] , a binary instrumentation tool. The diagnosis tool monitors memory accesses inside specific critical sections to help identify root causes of problems with the same behavior. This heavyweight diagnosis tool is only employed when the detection tool reports some potential problems that cannot be diagnosed easily. It utilizes prior knowledge of the particular problems that are reported by the detection tool, and thus, instruments memory accesses inside the relevant critical sections only. Its overhead is about 6⇥ lower than the existing work that instruments all memory accesses [43] .
Detection Tool
The challenge of SyncPerf is to collect data efficiently and analyze them effectively.
Collecting Data Efficiently
To collect the data, SyncPerf intercepts pthread's different types of explicit synchronization primitives, such as mutex locks, try-locks, conditional variables, barriers, and thread creation and exit functions, where the actual implementation is borrowed from the pthread library. This is similar to existing work [41] . However, SyncPerf outperforms them with a lower overhead and better detection ability.
SyncPerf intercepts pthread create function calls and passes a custom function to the actual pthread create function. This custom function calls the actual start routine function, and collects timestamps of thread starting and exiting using RDTSC timer [22] . The timestamps are saved into a thread wrapper as shown in Figure 3(b) . SyncPerf utilizes the following mechanisms to achieve the extremely low overhead.
Indirection and per-thread data: To collect data for mutex locks, a possible approach (used by existing work [41] ) is to store the actual profiling data for each mutex lock in a global hash table. Upon every mutex invocation, we can lookup the hash table to find the pointer to the actual data, and then update it correspondingly. However, this approach introduces significant overhead due to the hash table lookup (and possible lock protection) on every synchronization operation, and the possible cache coherence messages to update the shared data (true/false sharing effect) [16, 21] . This is especially problematic when there is a significant number of acquisitions. Instead, SyncPerf uses a level of indirection to avoid the lookup overhead, and a per-thread data structure to avoid the cache coherence traffic. The data structure is shown in Figure 3 (a). For every mutex, SyncPerf allocates a shadow mutex t object and uses the first word of the original mutex t object as a pointer to this shadow object. The shadow mutex structure contains a real mutex t object, an index for this mutex object, and some other data. The index is initialized during the initialization of the mutex, or during the first lock acquisition if the mutex is not explicitly initialized. This index is used to find an entry in the global Mutex Data Table, where each thread has a thread-wise entry. When a thread operates on a mutex lock, say L i , SyncPerf obtains the shadow mutex t object by checking the first word of the original mutex t object, and then finds its corresponding thread-wise entry using the index value. After that, the lock related data can be stored in its thread-wise entry, without generating any cache coherence message. Furthermore, SyncPerf prevents the false sharing effect by carefully keeping read-mostly data in shadow mutex t object and padding them properly [4, 27] , while the actual profiling data (that keeps changing) is stored in thread-wise entries. The thread-wise data is collected and integrated in the reporting phase (Section 3.1.2).
Fast collection of callsites: SyncPerf collects callsite information of every synchronization operation to provide exact source code location of performance bugs. It is crucial to minimize the overhead of collecting callsites, especially when there is a large number of synchronization operations. SyncPerf makes three design choices to reduce the overhead. First, SyncPerf avoids the use of backtrace API of glibc, which is extremely slow due to its heavyweight instruction analysis. Instead of using backtrace, SyncPerf analyzes frame pointers to obtain call stacks efficiently. However, this can impose a limitation that SyncPerf cannot collect callsite information for programs without frame pointers. Second, SyncPerf collects call stacks up to the depth of 5. We limit the depth because deeper stacks introduce more overhead without any significant benefit. Third, SyncPerf avoids collecting already-existing callsites. Obtaining the callsite of a synchronization and comparing it against all existing callsites one by one (to determine whether this is a new one) may incur substantial overhead. Alternatively, SyncPerf utilizes the combination of the lock address and the offset between the stack pointer (rsp register) and the top of the current thread's stack to identify the call stack. When different threads invoke a synchronization operation at the same statement, the combination of the lock address and stack offset are likely to be the same. If a combination is the same as that of one of the existing callsites, SyncPerf does not collect callsite information. This method can significantly reduce the overhead of callsite collection and comparison.
Other mechanisms: To further reduce the runtime overhead, SyncPerf avoids any overhead due to memory allocation by preallocating the Mutex Data Table and a pool of shadow mutex objects. This is done during the program initialization phase. SyncPerf assumes a predefined but adjustable maximum number of threads and mutex objects for this purpose. Also, SyncPerf puts data collection code outside a critical section as much as possible to avoid expanding the critical section. This avoids unnecessary serialization of threads.
Because of these careful design choices, SyncPerf imposes very low runtime overhead (2.3%, on average). Even for an application such as fluidanimate that acquires 40K locks per millisecond, SyncPerf imposes only 19% runtime overhead. Due to its low overhead, SyncPerf's detection tool can be used in production runs.
Analyzing and Reporting Problems
SyncPerf reports problems when a program is about to exit or it receives a special signal like SIGUSER2. SyncPerf performs two steps to generate a report.
First, it combines all thread-wise data of a particular synchronization together to check the number of lock acquisitions, lock contentions, and try-lock failures. It reports potential problems if any synchronization variable shows the behavior listed in Section 2.
Second, SyncPerf integrates information of different synchronization variables and threads together in order to discover more potential problems. (1) The behavior of locks with the same callsites are compared with each other: if some locks have significantly more contention than others, then there is a problem of asymmetric contention (Section 2.1.4). (2) Even if one particular lock is not acquiredmany times, the total number of acquisitions of locks with the same callsite can be significant and thus, cause a severe performance issue. (3) SyncPerf integrates information of different threads together to identify load imbalance problems. When one type of threads (with the same thread function) have "disproportionate waiting time", it is considered to be a strong indicator for the load imbalance issue (Section 2.1.5). The integration of information helps find more potential problems.
Diagnosis Tool
The same behavior (e.g., lock contention) may be caused by different root causes, such as asymmetric contention, improper granularity, or over-synchronization. Therefore, SyncPerf provides a heavyweight diagnosis tool to help identify root causes of such problems. This heavyweight diagnosis tool is optional and not meant for production runs. Only when some potential problems are detected but they are hard to be diagnosed manually, this diagnosis tool may provide further information (e.g., memory accesses inside critical sections) that include: how many instructions are executed on average inside each critical section; how many of these instructions access shared and non-shared locations; how many different memory locations are accessed inside a critical section; and how many instructions are read or write accesses.
SyncPerf's diagnosis tool is based on a binary instrumentation framework, Pin [29] . It takes a list of problematic locks (along with their callsites) as the input, which is generated from the detection tool's report. When a lock function is encountered, it checks whether the lock is one of the problematic ones. If so, it keeps counting the instructions, and monitoring the memory accesses inside. The tool also maintains a hash table to keep track of memory locations inside critical sections. The hash table helps find out how many data items have been accessed inside a critical section. This information help identify the situation where a lock protects too many data items, or too many instructions that are accessing non-shared data inside a critical section. Like the detection tool, the diagnosis tool maintains thread-wise and lock-wise counters for each synchronization. It also integrates information together in the end.
Evaluation
This section will answer the following questions:
• Usage Example: What are the outputs of SyncPerf's tools? How we can utilize the report to identify root causes? (Section 4.2)
• Bug Detection Ability: Can SyncPerf detect real performance bugs related to synchronizations? (Section 4.3 and 4.4)
• Performance Overhead: What is the performance overhead of SyncPerf's detection and diagnosis tools? (Section 4.5)
• Memory Overhead: What is the memory overhead of the detection tool? (Section 4.6)
Experimental Setup
We performed experiments on a 16-core idle machine, with two-socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 processors and 256GB of memory. It has 256KB L1, 2MB L2, and 20M L3 cache. The experiments were performed on the unchanged Ubuntu 14.10 operating system. We used GCC-4.9.1 with -O2, -g and -fno-omit-frame-pointer flags to compile all applications. SyncPerf utilizes the following parameters for the detection: contention rate larger than 10% is considered to be high, and the number of lock acquisition larger than 1000 per second is considered to be high. These thresholds are empirically determined. The parameters can be easily adjusted during the compilation of the detection tool. Section 4.3 evaluates false positives when using these parameters.
Evaluated Applications: We used a well-tuned benchmark suite, PARSEC [3] , with native inputs. PARSEC applications have complexity comparable with real applications (see Table 3 ). We also evaluated three widely used real world applications: Apache, MySQL, and Memcached. We ran Apache-2.4 server program with the ab client that is distributed with the source code. We tested MySQL-5.6.27 using the sysbench client and the mysql-test. For mem-
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Usage Examples
SyncPerf provides two tools that help identify the root causes of problems. This section shows a usage example for application canneal of PARSEC. Figure 4 shows an example report generated by SyncPerf's detection tool. For locks, it reports the results of three quadrants as shown in Figure 1 . For each lock, SyncPerf reports source code information. For canneal, SyncPerf only reports one lock with high contention rate and low acquisition frequency in rng.h file. The corresponding code is shown in Figure 6 . It is not very easy to understand this case. Therefore, we can resort to SyncPerf's diagnosis tool.
The diagnosis tool takes the reported locks from a specified file in the same directory, mostly call stacks of corresponding locks, as the input. An example of the report is shown in Figure 5 . For canneal application, SyncPerf's diagnosis tool reports that only less than 1% instructions access the shared memory. Further consultation of the source code indicates that seed is the only shared access inside the critical sections. However, canneal currently puts the whole random generator inside the critical section, as described in Section 4.4.3. Moving the random generator out of the critical section improves the performance of this application by 4%.
Effectiveness
SyncPerf is effective in detecting synchronization related performance bugs. The results are shown in Table 2 . SyncPerf detected nine performance bugs in PARSEC and six performance bugs in real world applications. Among the 15 performance bugs, seven were previously undiscovered, including three in large real applications such as MySQL and memcached. We have notified programmers of all of these new performance bugs. The MySQL-I bug does not exist any more because the corresponding functions have been removed in a later version (MySQL-5.7). Remaining bugs are still under review.
False Positives: We evaluated false positives of SyncPerf, using the threshold for contention rate and acquisition frequency of 10% and 1000 per second respectively. SyncPerf has no false positives for 12 programs (Table 2) of PAR-SEC and Memcached application. SyncPerf reports two potential performance problems in Apache. We have fixed one of them, with around 8% performance improvement. SyncPerf reports another one with high acquisition frequency (1252 per second) and low contention rate (4.5%). This is related to one big mutex of the queue. Fixing this problem requires significant changes in code. Therefore, we did not solve this problem. For MySQL, SyncPerf reports three potential performance bugs. Two of them have been fixed with performance improvement of 19% and 11% respectively. Another bug is related to keycache 0 scache lock. This lock has high acquisition frequency (1916 per second) and low contention rate (0.0%). We tried to use spin lock as a replacement for the mutex lock, but we did not achieve any performance improvement. Therefore, this could be a potential false positive of SyncPerf. Thus, SyncPerf reports only two potential false positives at most.
False Negatives: It is difficult to assess whether SyncPerf has any false negative or not since there is no oracle that provides a complete list of all performance bugs in the evaluated applications. One option would be to experiment with known performance bugs. Our results indicate that SyncPerf detects all known performance bugs from the evaluated applications. 
Case Studies
This section provides more details about the detected performance bugs.
Extensive Acquisitions and High Contention
Existing tools [8, 19, 23, 28, 41, 43] mainly focus on performance bugs with this external symptom. However, only 4 out of 15 detected bugs have this symptom and they belong to three different categories as described below. Asymmetric Contention: dedup is a compression program with data de-duplication algorithm. It has extensive lock acquisitions (23531 per second) and a high contention rate (13.6%) in an array of locks (encoder.c:1051). These locks protect different buckets of a hash table. SyncPerf detects these locks with asymmetric contention problems: these locks (with the same callsite) have different number of lock acquisitions, ranging from 3 to 8586; the one with the most acquisitions has a contention rate of 13.6%, while others have less than 1% contention rate. This bug is detected by Coz, but that requires expertise to identify the root cause [10] . Instead, SyncPerf can automatically identify this bug, without resorting to manual expertise. By changing the hash function to reduce hash collision using the prosed fix by the Coz paper, the performance is improved by 12.1%. Improper Granularity: Memcached-1.4.4 has a known performance bug caused by improper granularity of locks. It uses a single cache lock to protect an entire hash table [13] . When we used memslap to generate 10000 get and set requests to exercise Memcached (with 16 threads), SyncPerf detects 71405 lock acquisitions per second and a high contention rate (45.8%). The diagnosis tool finds that a single lock protects over 9 million different shared locations. Clearly, this lock is too coarse-grained. Changing the global cache lock to an array of item lock as appeared in Memcached-2.4.24 improves the throughput by 16.3%. This bug is shown as memcached-II in Table 2 . MySQL, a popular database server program, has a similar problem (MySQL-II in Table 2 ) [2] . When the input table data is not using the default character set of the server or latin1, MySQL calls get internal charset() function. SyncPerf detects extensive lock acquisitions (146299 per second) and a high contention rate (38.5%). Furthermore, SyncPerf's diagnosis tool reports that a single mutex lock protects 512 different shared variables, with 16384 bytes in total. By replacing the lock with an array of locks with one lock per charset [2] , the throughput of MySQL is improved by 10.9%.
SyncPerf reports a new performance bug (MySQL-I) in end thr alarm function of MySQL. SyncPerf reports extensive lock acquisitions (723K per second) and a high contention rate (25.5%) for mutex LOCK alarm. The critical section has unnecessary conditional waits inside, possibly caused by code evolution. Programmers might have restructured the code logic, but forgot to remove these unnecessary waits. Removing the conditional wait improves performance of MySQL by 18.9%. We have reported this problem to programmers of MySQL and they replied that the corresponding code has been removed in MySQL-5.7.
Extensive Acquisitions but Low Contention
These locks are in Q4 of Figure 1 and are practically ignored by existing tools. As shown in Table 2 , 5 out of 15 performance bugs fall into this category. They are new performance bugs detected by SyncPerf.
Improper Primitives: facesim is a PARSEC application that simulates the motion of human faces. SyncPerf detects that one type of locks (ones with the same callsite) has 15288 acquisitions per second but the contention rate is very low (4.6%). We replaced mutex locks and conditional variables with atomic instructions, and that improved the performance by 31%. A code snippet of fix is shown in Figure 7 . fluidanimate simulates fluid dynamics for the animation purpose in PARSEC. This application uses a twodimensional array of mutex locks to synchronize concurrent updates of grid data. There are 92K distinct locks, with around 40M acquisitions per second. However, contention rate is almost 0%. In this application, each individual lock has only few thousand acquisitions, but one callsite has a combined acquisitions of 400M. SyncPerf detects this bug (fluidanimate-I in Table 2 ) by integrating the data from the same callsites (our second observation). Existing tools lack this ability and cannot find this problem. Manual inspection of the code shows that each critical section has less than 2 instructions. Therefore, we replaced these locks with pthread spin lock ( Figure 8 ) and (in some cases) atomic instructions. The fix improved the performance by 11.9%.
x264 is an application of PARSEC for video encoding. SyncPerf detects extensive lock acquisitions (15857 times per second), but with almost 0% contention rate. The diagnosis tool further shows that one critical section has less than 3 instructions. By replacing the existing code with atomic instructions (less than 5 lines of code change), 8.5% performance improvement is achieved.
SyncPerf reports a new performance bug in Apache. It detects that g timer skiplist mtx mutex in event.c-:1592 has a high acquisition frequency (49607 per second) with almost 0% contention rate. Replacing pthreadmutex lock with pthread spinlock results a 7.8% performance improvement.
The memcached-I bug in Table 2 also has extensive lock acquisitions but almost no contention. SyncPerf's diagnosis tool identifies that there are only (on average) 2.7 instructions for every critical section. Thus, it is easy to fix this bug by replacing pthread mutex lock with pthread spinlock. By doing so, the performance is improved by 3.7%.
Over-Synchronization:
The memcached-III bug in Table 2 has 65445 lock acquisitions per second and contention rate is almost 0%. This is a known over-synchronization bug [10] . In this application, item remove function uses item lock to synchronize the removal operations. However, removal operations eventually execute an atomic instruction to decrement a reference count. By eliminating this unnecessary lock as suggested by prior work [10] , we improved performance of this program by 3.0%.
Few Lock Acquisitions but High Contention
Usually, it is assumed that few lock acquisitions will not cause any performance problem. But this is not always true especially when contention causes threads to wait for a long time.
Improper Granularity: SyncPerf finds such a problem in canneal, which simulates a cache-aware simulated annealing algorithm to optimize the routing cost of a chip design. canneal acquires seed lock only 15 times, one for each thread, but lock contention rate is 86%. Also, the total waiting time for this lock is around 0.5 seconds. As shown in Section 4.2, the root cause of this bug is not very obvious. The diagnosis tool further discovers that there are 46979 instructions accessing memory inside the critical sections, but only 28 instructions access the shared variable. By moving random number generator out of the critical section, the fix as shown in Figure 9 reduces the total execution time by around 2 seconds (from 51 seconds), and improves the performance of canneal around 4%. We are not very clear why reorganizing a critical section with 0.5 second waiting time can reduce the total execution time by around 2 seconds.
Extensive Try-lock Failures
As described in Section 2, too many try-lock failures indicate that a synchronization method combining mutex locks with conditional variables can be useful to improve the performance. Improper Primitives: Both fluidanimate and streamcluster have this type of problems. For fluidanimate-II bug of Table 2 , SyncPerf detects a high try-lock failure rate (76.6%) and 16204 lock acquisitions per second, locating at line 153 of pthreads.cpp. PARSEC implements a custom barrier by doing a busy wait with a try-lock. By replacing try-lock based custom barrier implementation with the pthread's barrier, the performance of this program improves around 2.5%. streamcluster uses the same custom barrier as that of fluidanimate. We did not observe any performance improvement by replacing the custom barrier with pthread's barrier. However, by modifying the custom barrier implementation with atomic instructions, we improved performance by 3%. 
Disproportionate Waiting/Computation
SyncPerf detects known load imbalance problems in two applications of PARSEC -dedup and ferret [10, 33] . For the load imbalance problems, SyncPerf also suggests an optimal task assignment to fix the problem, which is not possible in existing tools. ferret searches images for similarity. ferret has four different stages that perform image segmentation, feature extraction, indexing, and ranking separately. By default, ferret creates the same number of threads for different stages. SyncPerf detects that different types of threads have a completely different waiting time, such as 4754ms, 5666ms, 4831ms, and 34ms respectively. This clearly indicates that some stages may not have enough threads and others may have too many threads. SyncPerf predicts the best assignment to be (1-0.2-2.5-12.2). Thus either (1-1-3-11) or (1-1-2-12) can be an optimal distribution. We experimented with all possible assignments and found the best assignment to be (1-1-3-11 ). Using the suggested task assignment (1-1-3-11) improves the performance of ferret by 42%.
dedup creates the same number of threads for finegrained fragmentation, hash computation, and compression stage. SyncPerf detects that the average waiting time of different groups of threads are 1175ms, 0ms, and 1750ms respectively (shown as dedup-II in Table 3 ). The average execution time of these groups of threads are 3723ms, 1884ms, and 12836ms. Thus, the big difference between different groups of threads clearly indicates a load imbalance problem. SyncPerf predicts the best assignment to be (2.4-1.2-8.4). Thus, the assignment (2-1-9) or (3-1-8) or (2-2-8) could be the best assignment. The actual best assignment is (1-1-10), with 28% performance improvement. SyncPerf predicts the one just close to the best one, with 25% performance improvement.
Scalability of Fixes
Changing mutex locks to atomic sections may compromise the scalability of applications. To confirm whether the fixes are scalable or not, we ran our experiments with 16 threads and 32 threads on the machine with 16 cores. Figure 10 shows results for every bug fix, except two programs with load imbalance problems. Overall, our fixing strategies boost the performance for every bug, even with twice as many threads. However, it is worth noting that these fixes, especially the one that replaces mutex locks with spin locks, may experience some scalability problem when the number of threads are much larger than the number of cores, such as more than 4 times. This is due to the fact that spinning may waste CPU cycles unnecessarily. The performance overhead of SyncPerf's detection tool is shown in Figure 11 , with 16 threads in total. We ran every program 10 times and showed the average runtime in this figure. The execution time of these applications are normalized to that of using the pthread library. Higher bars indicate larger performance overhead. The deviation bars are not recognizable in the figure since the deviation of results is less than 0.1%. On average, SyncPerf introduces only 2.3% performance overhead. To the best of our knowledge, SyncPerf has the lowest overhead among similar tools, which is even faster than a tool with some sampling mechanism [41] . Except for two applications, fluidanimate and dedup, SyncPerf's detection tool introduces less than 6% performance overhead. SyncPerf introduces a slightly higher performance overhead when the number of lock acquisitions per second is large and/or memory consumption is high. As shown in Table 3 Figure 11 . The normalized performance of SyncPerf.
Diagnosis Tool
Not all applications require the diagnosis tool. Sometimes it is fairly easy for programmers to recognize memory accesses inside critical sections. Programmers may use the diagnosis tool to obtain detailed memory accesses inside critical sections, when the critical sections are hard to be analyzed manually. In our experiments, we ran the diagnosis tool only for four applications -fluidanimate, canneal, Memcached, and MySQL. Among them, the highest overhead is 11.7 ⇥ for fluidanimate. Other applications such as MySQL, memcached, and canneal introduce 9.9⇥, 8.7⇥ and 3.5⇥ overhead respectively. However, the overhead is significantly less than the existing work that uses Pin [43] (which can be up to 100⇥ slower). SyncPerf avoids the excessive performance overhead by only checking accesses of the specified critical sections.
Memory Overhead
The physical memory overhead of SyncPerf's detection tool is listed in the last column of Table 3 . We use the maximum physical memory consumption for the comparison, which is obtained through /proc/self/smaps file. We periodically collected this file and computed the the sum of proportional set size (PSS). Table 3 shows that the memory overhead of SyncPerf varies from 1% to 215%. SyncPerf imposes some startup overhead for all applications, thus applications with small memory footprint tends to have a larger percentage of memory overhead, such as swaptions. We also notice that an application with more distinct locks has more memory overhead. However, SyncPerf only requires 36% more memory than that of pthread for all applications, which is acceptable as a tool.
Limitations and Future Work
SyncPerf has some limitations:
First, SyncPerf cannot identify performance bugs due to ad hoc synchronizations [42] , atomic instructions or transactional memory [20] . Currently, it only focuses on performance problems related to explicit synchronization primitives. More specifically, the current implementation only supports POSIX APIs related to synchronizations, and is only verified on the Linux. However, the same idea can be easily applied to other threading libraries.
Second, SyncPerf cannot check contention of internal locks inside the glibc library. This can be fixed if the implementation is embedded inside the glibc library.
Finally, when there is no frame pointer inside a program's binary, SyncPerf may need to use backtrace to acquire callsite information or the program may requires the recompilation. The first method may incur more overhead for its detection tool.
In future, we would like to extend our tools to overcome some of these limitations. In addition, we would like to include a graphical interface so that some visual representation of results can be provided.
Related Work
Lock Contention Detectors: Thread Profiler [5] shows computation time, overhead, and blocking time along the critical path. Thus, programmers can focus on highly contented locks. IBM lock analyzer [24] , HPROF [35] , and JProfiler [17] report the acquisition and contention information for monitors/locks, and time spent on distinct locks. Lockmeter [6] records the overall statistics of each spin lock in Linux kernel, while ignoring other locks. Solaris performance analyzer shows time spent in locks (both asleep and spinning in user mode) and counts lock acquisitions and different kinds of sleep/wake transitions [36] . Although we can use such profilers to collect synchronization related information, we will not be able to detect all the problems without the insights of this paper. Moreover, SyncPerf detection tool can detect some of the problems automatically, without requiring manual expertise. Last but not least, SyncPerf contributes with an additional tool to help diagnose some specific type of performance issues. Zheng et al. [44] replay traces to identify lock contentions and calculate potential improvement that can be achieved by reducing the contentions. HaLock [21] utilizes a hardware memory tracing tool to store profiling data, in order to avoid memory interference with the applications. SyncPerf achieves better performance without any special hardware support, and detects more problems, not just lock contention. Tallen et al. [41] attributes lock contention to the holders of locks. However, Table 3 . Characteristics of the evaluated applications.
SyncPerf achieves similar or even lower overhead without any sampling. Most importantly, unlike SyncPerf, their tool does not consider Q1 & Q4 locks and load imbalance among threads. Liu et al. [28] extends the blame shifting technique to OpenMP programs and reduces its memory overhead. Lock Visualizer [37] shows all call stacks responsible for synchronization issue in the current visible time range, sorted by cumulative time spent inside. This technique pinpoints synchronization with the highest contention. David et al. [18] defines Critical Section Pressure as the ratio of lock acquiring time and thread running time and finds performance problems related to locks. SyncProf [43] utilizes Pin to detect, localize, and optimize the synchronization performance problems. Like other works, it focuses only on highly contended locks and ignores Q1 & Q4 locks. It uses a graph representation to determine performance impact of individual critical sections. It proposes only three possible fixes whereas as shown in Table 1 , SyncPerf proposes a taxonomy of a number of fixes. Finally, due to a large runtime overhead (up to 100⇥), SyncProf cannot be used in production environments.
Critical Thread Detectors: Chen et al. [8] quantitatively evaluates the impact of critical sections on the critical path of an application. Thus, they are able to identify locks most likely to have an impact on performance. DuBois et al. [15] propose to detect critical threads by proposing a new metric. The metric is calculated using some custom hardware support. They propose to improve performance of the critical thread using frequency scaling.
Load Imbalance Detectors: Tallent et al. [40] propose a postmortem load imbalance analysis technique to interpret call path profiles collected during runtime. The analysis may locate code regions responsible for communication wait time in SPMD programs. Resch et al. [12] compute a measure of severity of load imbalance for large-scale parallel applications. DeRose et al. [11] propose relative and absolute imbalance metrics to improve the detection ability of the previous one. Carnival measures performance for SPMD messaging programs and infers cause-and-effect for waiting time [31] . However, these techniques cannot predict the optimal solution as SyncPerf does. Navarro et al. [33] proposes a queueing theory based analytical model to characterize the performance of pipeline parallel applications like ferret and dedup. They propose parallel stage collapsing and dynamic workstealing scheduling to solve the load imbalance problem. Suleman et al. [39] uses hill climbing algorithm to select core assignment dynamically for pipeline stages in a pipeline parallel application. SyncPerf has better efficiency than the last one. Moreover, it is also very accurate in its prediction.
General Profiling Tools: Sometimes, general profiling tools can also detect performance problems related to synchronizations. Coz [10] , a state-of-the-art profiling tool for multithreaded programs, may even estimate the performance impact of a statement or a code region. However, Coz will miss problems that involve multiple statements, especially when these statements are scattered over different code regions. SyncPerf, on the other hand, will integrate information of a lock with different callsites, or different locks with the same callsite, to provide better diagnosis of problems. SyncPerf's diagnosis tool even provide helpful suggestions for fixes. Such suggestions are not provided by general profiling tools. Therefore, SyncPerf can complement any general profiling tool.
Conclusion
This paper presents a taxonomy of categories, root causes, and fixing strategies of different performance issues related to synchronization primitives. We make two intuitive but novel observations and develop two tools (based on the observations) to uncover issues and root causes of different types of synchronization performance bugs. The first tool is an extremely low overhead (2.3%, on average) detection tool that detects potential performance issues for programs employing explicit synchronizations. Unlike existing tools, SyncPerf integrates information based on callsites of locks, lock variables, and types of threads. Such integration helps uncover many synchronization performance issues. The second tool collects detailed memory accesses inside critical sections to help programmers determine root causes of complex problems. Overall, SyncPerf finds many previously unknown but significant synchronization performance bugs in widely-used applications. Low overhead, better coverage, and effectiveness make SyncPerf an appealing tool for the production environment.
